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Chapter – 7 

1) What is weather? 

2) What is climate? 

3) Write five characters of climate. 

4) How is the summer of Bangladesh? 

5) “The climate of Bangladesh is moderate” Explain. 

6) What kind of disasters occurs due to adverse weather in Bangladesh? 

Discuss. 

7) What is greenhouse gas? 

8) How these gases are contributing to the increase of temperature in 

Bangladesh? 

9)  What are causes for climate change in Bangladesh? 

10)  What can man do to keep climate normal. Analyze. 

11) What is disaster? 

12) What is called depression? 

13) What is norwester? Explain. 

14)  What is called cyclone? Give an example. 

15)  What is called tidal wave? How can we minimize losses from this type of 

disaster? 

16)  Write the effects of flood. 

17)  Why does flood occurs in Bangladesh almost every year? 

18)  What are the causes of river erosion? 

19)  What is drought? 

20)  How can we be lessened the damages from drought? 



21)  What is cold wave? 

22)  What is the disaster which cannot be forecasted or given early warning? 

23) Mention the effects of Tornado in Bangladesh. 

24) What are the effects of cyclone in Bangladesh? 

25)  Mention the effects of Norwester in Bangladesh 

26) What are the effects on our agricultural sector for climate change? 

27) How can we reduce the damages of river erosion? 

28) How is our society become indiscipline because of climate change? 

29) What measures should we taken in flood situation? 

30) Explain the effects on fisheries sector to climate change. 

31) What should we do in a cyclone situation? 

32) How is our health sector affected for climate change?  
 

 

 

Chapter 9 

1) At which age people go to retirement generally? 

2) Make a list of age for retirement for government service holder, Justice, 

University professors & professionals. 

3) Which people are regarded as senior citizen? 

4) Write the rights of senior citizen? 

5) Which are the rights of participation for the senior citizen? 

6) Which are the rights to care for the senior citizen? 

7) Why should we be respected the senior citizen? 

8) Mention the problems faced by the elderly people. 

9) Identify the welfare activities of NGO for aged people in Bangladesh. 

10) What programs can be taken by Government for the welfare of senior 
citizens in Bangladesh? 

11) What do you mean by rights of women? 

12) When did the “charter of human rights” pass? 



13) What is told in the charter of human rights? 

14) What is the role of UN in preserving various rights for the women? 

15) Describe the position of women in Bangladesh & their rights. 

16) What are the rights of women in Bangladesh? 

17) What is the importance of women rights in Bangladesh? 

18)” Give me a good mother; I will give you a good nation” Explain. 

19) Identify the major obstacles on the way to ensuring women rights. 

20) Discuss some of the measures of Government in order to ensure women 
right. 

21) Describe the main role of women in family. 

22) What has begum Rokeya compared men & women to? 

23) What is the chief aim ofrights? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


